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Students Hear Wireless Music;
Test Audio Telephone on Campus

Service Man Named
A .S .U .M . President

NO. 51

H M D OF LETTE

many of the other inmates had the
same desire, which necessitated some
means of communication of the same
music to all the patients in the wards.
The audio telephone was the result.
The apparatus consists of a central
transmitting unit, the electrical charge
Norman F. Coleman of Reed Wireless music was heard by Montana furnished by a powerful static bat
Co-eds Argue for Intra-M in^
students for the first time Wednesday tery, and any number of individual re
College to Deliver Ad
Contests; Men Say Woi
afternoon.
Those who were in the ceiving units. Thus, when a patient
dress to Graduates.
Cheapen “M”.
bleachers, by means of audio telephony, desired to hear the music, all that was
were able to enjoy the music of a necessary for him to do was to clamp
in the forestry building his receiving unit on the spring of his
CLASS DAY JUNE 17 phonograph
BOOK STORE R E P O lI
over 50 yards away.
bed or any metallic material near at
These experiments are the first to hand and have his wish. A feature
Class of 1919 to B e Honor be conducted in wireless telephony in of the whole thing is that the intensity
Mooney Says Plans for the;
this section of the country.
They of the music can be regulated to suit j
Guests at Many Social A f were
Opening in Fall to be per
conducted under the supervision
fairs; Masquers Give Play. of R. B. Adams, chief of telephone con the ear of the listener.
fected During Summer.
These experiments are a continuation
struction for Districts 1 and 4 of the of the wireless operations which have
The committee in charge of the United States forest service. The ex been conducted by the forestry school
Whether the women of the Univer
plans for commencement week have periments were made in the University during the last few months. Mr. E.
announced the entire program for the forestry school, the wireless apparatus Cutting, an expert in wireless work,
sity should receive letters for games
week, which includes not only the in the building being pressed into use has been engaged by the forest service
other than intercollegiate contests, was
baccalaureate service and the com for the tests. The instruments used to continue experiments with a view to
the question most discussed at stu
mencement exercises but the gay and in the experiments were obtained in establish wireless telephony and teleg
dents’ convocation yesterday. , The
Washington,
D.
C.,
by
Mr.
Adams,
and
frivolous events of the week also.
raphy as a permanent means of com
convocation was called for the consid
Joseph B. Townsend, a junior in the eration of the proposed amendments
The twenty-second annual commence were brought here to determine the munication in the service. Two large
ment day address will be delivered by practicability of their use in the forest radio telephony sets have been ordered, school of journalism and former second to the A. S. U. M. constitution, which
Professor Norman F. Coleman at 10:30 service..
valued at $1,200 apiece, and on their lieutenant of field artillery, was elected will be voted on next Tuesday. Other
Audio telephony served a practical arrival will be installed for further ex president of the Associated Students
a. m. Wednesday, June 18, in the gym
amendments proposed were a change
nasium. Professor Coleman is head purpose in many of the naval hospitals perimentation.
One of the sets will last year. President Townsend ob in the awarding of letters, sweaters
during
the
period
of
the
war.
When
tained
his
commission
at
the
first
re
of the department of English at Reed
be installed on Lolo peak and the
and blankets to athletes, the appoint
college and educational director of the an invalid wanted to hear some of his other will be set up at some point in serve officers’ training camp at the ment of the Kaimin business manager
favorite
music,
it
often
happened
that
Presidio. He was in France when the by the executive committee, and the
western division of the Y. M. C. A.
the Clearwater country in Idaho.
armistice was signed.
He has just returned from a speaking
A. S. U. M. taking the Sentinel, the
tour of France under the auspices of
student yearbook, now published by the
CO-EDS TO RUN, HURDLE,
the Y. M. C. A.
JUMP, PUT WEIGHTS, TODAY junior class. The committee on plans
Baccalaureate service on Sunday,
for a student book store made a re
June 15, is the first event on the pro
Annual Women’s Track and Field Meet port.
gram of Commencement week. The
The men opposed the awarding of
Will Re Held on Mon
week', ending Wednesday evening in
varsity
letters to women, on the
tana
Field.
cludes various features besides the ac
The school of journalism will oc
grounds that it would cheapen the let
tual commencement exercises.'.. There cupy larger and better equipped
Will Become Head of Politi The co-ed track meet was held to ters of the varsity men. Brice Toole
will be receptions, dances and enter quarters next year, when for the
day, all girls taking gymnasium or any satirically held that if letters are to
tainments throughout the four days.
fourth time since its organization
cal Science Department;
of the courses in physical education or be given to women for intra-mural
The Reverend B. R. MacHatton of five years ago, its rapid develop
Leaves in Fall.
interested in athletics are entered for j sports, they might also be given for the
Great Falls will deliver the bacca ment has necessitated a change.
the various events. Every girl is re Istudent making a record in the num
laureate sermon Sunday. Monday eve This statement was authorized by
Professor H. A. Trexler of the de quired to enter in at least two events. ber of cut classes, or to members of
ning the music school will give its an President E. O. Sisson, before his
Miss Lucille Leyda, instructor in phys-, the S. A. T. G. Jean McAuliffe held
nual recital at 8 :15 p. m.
departure for Glendive.
The de partment of history and political
that as long as intercollegiate games
June 17 is Senior and Alumni day. tailed plans will be announced dur science, has resigned, and has accepted ical education, directed the meet.
The events in which the co-eds may were denied the women, they should be
the position as head of the department
The first event of the day will be the ing the summer.
enter a re : 50-yard dash, 25-yard dash, given letters for making all-star teams.
class day exercises on the campus at
During the first half year after of political science at Whitman col
2 :00 o’clock. The faculty and alumni the organization of the school, lege, Walla Walla, Wash. Professor low hurdles, high hurdles, high jump, The part of the amendment requiring
will engage in a game of baseball on classes were held in tents on ac Trexler will remain at the University running broad jump, -shot put, baseball a grade of “A” in physical education,
was criticized.
Mary Farrell spoke
Montana field immediately after the count of the crowded conditions at for the summer quarter and will take throw, basketball throw, and javelin.
The winners of the different events against the amendment, saying that
class day exercises. The Alumni-Fac- the University. A bicycle shed be up his new duties at Whitman next
will be given individual points but the it were better to secure permission
ulty tjanquet at the Florence hotel will tween University hail and the Li September.
winner of the meet will be a class, all from the faculty to resume intercol
Professor
Trexler
first
came
to
the
end the day’s entertainment.
brary was enclosed and served as
the points earned by the various mem legiate games and award the letter hi
University
in
1913.
Previous
to
that
The faculty luncheon Wednesday at
the headquarters of the school until
/
1 :30 will be the first of the kind ever the present building was erected, a time, he was professor of history and bers of the classes being added to de accordance with the former custom;' 1
termine
the
final
winner.
After
the
convocation,
William
Jamo
economics
at
Hardin
college,
Missouri;
held during commencement week. It
year later.
son, president of the A. S. U. M , held
acting professor of history and eco
will now become an annual event ac
that the letter mentioned in the amend
At Home.
nomics at Allegheny college and in
cording to Ander Orbeck, chairman of
The Alpha Phi fraternity will be at ment, would not be a varsity letter,,
structor at Johns Hopkins University.
the week’s program.
ASSISTANT LIBRARIAN ASKS
The president’s reception and the
FOR YEAR’S ABSENCE LEAVE He received his doctor’s degree from home to the students and faculty of the since the constitution provides that
Johns Hopkins University. He did his University Saturday afternoon. June 8, “The ’M’ for girls in all cases, shall
commencement play, “The Importance
of Being Earnest,” given-by the Mas
Three University librarians will not undergraduate work at Bellevue col from 4 to 6, in honor of the members be a three-inch, old English, marroou
letter.”
quers’ club, complete the week’s events. return to their work here next year. lege and graduate work a t Johns Hop of the Delta Sigma Chi fraternity.
There was some discussion on the
The week’s program complete:
Winnifred. Feighner has asked for a kins University, University of Chica
amendment providing for the control
Sunday, June 15—Baccalaureate year’s leave of absence. Rhea John go, and the University of Missouri. In
THIS KAIMIN.
of the Sentinel by the A. S. U. Mv
service, 8 :30 p. m., Presbyterian church. son and Mary Pew will be graduated 1909, Professor Trexler went abroad
Most of the speakers were in favor of
Address, the Reverend B. R. MacHat- in June and have already accepted po and studied a t the University of Bonn.
He is the author of “The Slavery Sys
tan, Great Falls, Montana.
sitions in libraries of the state.
This issue of The Montana the amendment, holding that it would
Monday, June 16—Annual students'
Miss Feighner recently has been hav tem of Missouri,” and various contri Kaimin, a special eight-page relieve the junior class of an unneces
recital, school of music, 8 :15 p. m., ing trouble w ith' her eyes. She con- butions to the Missouri Historical Re publication written and edited sary burden and would result in a bet
ter year-book, since all of the talent;
University auditorium.
i suited a specialist and was advised that view.
During the absence of Professor P. C. by the students of the school of of the University might be utilized.
Tuesday, June 17—Senior and Alum it were best to take a rest for the
ni Day, class day exercises, 2 :00 p. m., coming year. Miss Johnson will have Phillips last year, head of the depart journalism, is designed to sum The only objection to the amendment,
University campus; baseball game, I a position at the public library of Deer ment of history and political science, up the year’s collegiate activities was that it was contrary to tradition.:
Should the amendment for the Sen
Faculty vs.’ Alumni, 4:00 p. m„ Mon Lodge. Miss Pew will be employed in Professor Trexler was acting head of at the University and to tell of
tinel pass, petitions of candidates will
the department.
tana field; Alumni banquet and dance, the county library of Fort Benton.
the
work
of
the
summer
and
be received and the election of the
open to alumni and faculty, 7 :00 p. m.,
autumn quarters. It is a rem Sentinel editor will be held before the
Florence hotel.
ALL DORM ROOMS ENGAGED
ALUMNI BANQUET JUNE 17
iniscence and a forecast. It is close of the quarter.
Wednesday, June 18—Twenty-second
annual commencement, 10:30 a. m., Uni Five Are on the Waiting List for Sum
Guy Mooney, manager of the A. S.
The alumni of the University of hoped that students will find it
versity gymnasium. Address, Professor
mer Quarter.
Montana will give their annual ban interesting enough to put away -M., and chairman of the committee on
Norman F. Coleman, head of depart
quet in honor of the seniors Tuesday, among the remembrances of a student book store, gave the commit
ment of English, Reed college; educa The rooms at Craig hall, the women’s June 17, at the Florence hotel. Other
tee’s report. He said that the com
tional director, Y. M. C. A., western dormitory, have all been taken for the guests will be Chancellor Edward C. their college year; that they may mittee felt that such a store might be
department. Faculty luncheon, 1 :30 summer quarter. Five women are al Elliott, President E. O. Sisson, Pro send copies to friends who may managed for the benefit of the stu
p. m. The president’s reception, to all ready on the waiting list. It .will be fessor Norman Coleman of Reed Col be interested in the University.
dents and at the same time at a profit
members and friends of the Univer necessary to have women wait on the lege, and members of both the state
This Kaimin may be of interest to the store. The question the com
sity, 4 to 6 p. in., University campus. tables in the dining room at Craig hall and local boards of education.
to prospective students who hope mittee is now considering is whether
Commencement play, “The Importance since there are not enough men to
the store should be placed in charge of
The banquet will be preceded by a
of Being Earnest," 8:15 p. m. Liberty be obtained for this work in the sum business meeting at which the election to enter the University in the some former student who was familiar
autumn
quarter.
mer quarter.
theater.
of officers will take place.
(Continued on Page 2.)

COMMENCEMENT

Unique Experiments of the
Forestry School Prove
Successful.

J o u r n a l i s t s W ill
H ave N ew Q uarters

CULLS DRJREXLER

PAGE TWO

,

Hikes Drives and Entertainments
Make Pleasant Year for Students

THE MONTANA K ARO N

BASEBALL TEAM LEAVES
FOR GAMES WITH AGGIES

Photographic Record

Winning One of These Contests Gives
Varsity Two State Cham
The University is situated in the very
The University recently has erected
pionships.
will be highly treasured in
center of western Montana beauty of a new Natural Science hall and bar
future years
scenery. It stands at the entrance of racks which housed the Student Army
The baseball team left yesterday
k Representatives From Six- the fertile Missoula valley, the bed of Training corps last fall, and a hospital. afternoon for two games with the State
an ancient lake, surrounded by ragged The larger of the barracks buildings, College, at Bozeman. A small num With a Genuine Eastman
B teen Commonwealths
ranges of mountains, rich in ver known as the Claude Simpkins hall, is ber of students were at the station to
Enter Montana.
dure, streams, scenery. Mt. Jumbo and used as a dormitory for University see the team leave.
Coach W. E.
Stuart to the north and northeast, the men. The other, known as Marcus Scbreiber and all of the players were and Eastman Autographic Film,
Bitter Roots to the west, Lolo to the Cook hall, is the headquarters of the confident that they will be able to re
even a Beginner can take good
■Almost every city or town in the
south, and Mt. Sentinel to the east en reserve officers’ training corps.
peat the victories of the Bruins, when
pictures.
te Is represented by one or more stuclose the veritable, fairyland of Mon
Finances for a new library building I they met the State College on our own It will be a pleasure to show you the
jts at the State University. The
tana.
have been authorized by the state legis- field, two weeks ago.
machines and explain the different
■gest representation is from Missoula
These are the University’s greatest lature, and construction probably will > Two games will be played at Boze- models, also to tell you why Kodak
HBint.v. there being 126 students. Butte,
natural assets.
begin this summer.
man, the first today and the second
is superior to all other cameras.
JPS&h 38, has the second largest group.
The campus of the University has
On Sundays, during the college year, tomorrow. If the varsity takes these
^ K a t Fall? has 17 members, Anaconda,
been beautified by the cultivation of the students of the University enjoy games it will give the State University
To insure best results bring your
if Billings, 12; Helena, 10, and Kalwide expanses of lawn and the long hikes to the various spots of in a percentage of 1.000 in its contests
developing and printing to us.
planting of flowers, elms, birches, terest. Pattee canyon. Miller creek, with the State College and the state
jBgther cities that have from two to
groves of maple and flowering Spring gulch, Bonner, and the Rattle championships in baseball and track,
[wen representatives a re : Malta, Ham- shrubbery.
The buildings were ar snake all afford ample places for hikes. this year, following the two games al
j|g|>n. Big Timber, Dillon, Chinook,
ranged around the oval until the
Missoula has a country club located ready won in baseball, and the winning
Stationers and Booksellers
HErlem, Belt, Miles City, Lewistown,
growth of the University necessitated a mile from the center of the city. of the track meet at Bozeman.
Headquarters for
pRWozeman, Havre, Lolo and Roundup.
Coach
Schreiber
plans
on
pitching
further buildings to be set back from Here members of the University com
STUDENTS’ SUPPLIES
Sixteen states and the Philippine
“Herb” Vitt in today’s game, and if
munity enjoy golf.
the oval in the maple groves.
Islands have representatives in the
Missoula’s street car system is good, possible, he will repeat tomorrow. In
The first buildings to be erected were
University. California, Colorado, Indi
University hall, Science hall, Craig There is a street car that runs out to case Vitt is unable to pitch the second
Meet Me at the
ana, Iowa, Massachusetts, Nebraska,
hall, the library and the gymnasium. the University every fifteen minutes. | game, “Cort” Howard will be in the
North and South Dakota, Oklahoma,
Temporary frame structures, now vine
There are a number of theaters in box.
Oregon, Wisconsin and the Philippine
covered, met the needs of the Univer the city. There are four moving picture
Islands each have one representative;
sity when its finances were not suf shows, and one show in which the
Idaho has seven; Illinois, four; Mich
ficient to permit the construction of standard plays are produced. There ESTE SHANNON HAS NEWSPAPER
igan, two; New York and Washington
POSITION.
is a weekly show of vaudeville.
more expensive buildings.
each have three.
125 Higgins Ave.
GRAFF BACK FROM HOME
Este Shannon, formerly a student at
RIORDAN ACCEPTS PLACE
AFTER MONTH’S VISIT the school of journalism a t the Uni CANDY, HOT LUNCHES,
WITH COMMERCIAL CLUB
versity, has a position on the Bremer
Inspects Botanical Gardens in New ton Searchlight of Bremerton, Wash SOFT DRINKS, FISHING
York; Also Columbia and Yale
ington.
TACKLE.
Emmet F. Riordan, ex-’16, a former
Universities.
student in the school of journalism and
Seventy girls stole out of the
for the past six months a member of
Paul W. Graff of the botany depart
the staff of the Butte Miner, has been Dormitory at 1 o’clock Thursday
Creaking stairs and ment has just returned from a month’s
chosen assistant secretary to the Com morning.
mercial club of Great Falls. He will Suppressed giggles didn’t give them sojourn at Mount Vernon, New York.
have charge of the publicity of the away as they trooped out on the He was called there by the death-of
club. Before going to Great Falls, he campus. But they didn’t get cam- his father, W. K. Graff.
Upon his return home, Mr. Graff vis
It was the annual
will visit in California where he will pused for it.
marry, according to a statement in the midnight picnic of the Dormitory ited at Yale and Columbia Universities.
Although the enrollment of these col
girls.
Butte Miner.
leges has been-'comparatively small
Out
on
the
campus,
a
big
freezer
Riordan entered the army early in
during the last three years, their at
of
caramel
ice
cream
was
cached
1917 and served in the aviation depart
tendance is increasing rapidly.
Mr.
ment until after the armistice was and a large package of chocolate Graff also spent some time at the New
signed. He was editor of the Kaimin cookies was produced. After the York Botanical Gardens.
in 1915-16. He is a member of Alpha feed, the girls serenaded the boys of
“If the west had received just part
And then as they
Delta Alpha fraternity, and of Sigma the barracks.
of the rain that fell while I was in New
Delta Chi, national journalism frater returned to the Dormitory, they York, it would be a rich state,” re
stopped to sing “Old College
nity.
Chums” under the window of Mrs. marked Mr. Graff.
Lucy Wilson, matron.
TOM BUSHA IS BACK HOME
FRATERNITIES WILL SEND
WITH RANK OF CAPTAIN
DELEGATES TO CONVENTION
11 GREEK ORGANIZATIONS
9
ON UNIVERSITY CAMPUS Four Nationals Will Send Representa
After taking part in the big Argonne
tives to Meetings.
and Yypres drives with the ninety-first
division, Captain Tom Busha, law '17, Three National Fraternities and Four
Four of the national fraternities on
National Sororities Among This
is back on the campus for a few days.
the campus will send representatives
Number.
Busha was recently discharged from
to their respective national conven
the army at Camp Lewis. He was com
tions this summer. The Delta Gamma
missioned first lieutenant of infantry
Four national sororities, three na convention will be held in Minneapolis,
at the second officers’ training camp tional fraternities, one local sorority Minn., June 24-27. Margaret Turner,
at the Presidio of San Francisco and
Charlotte Shepherd and Barbara Fra
was assigned to the 364th infantry at and three local fraternities, all of ser, active members, and Fay Fairwhich
are
petitioning
national
frater
Camp Lewis. He went to France with
child, ’18, will attend.
his regiment last July and was pro nities, have chapters at the University.
Winifred Meeks, active member, and
The first national fraternity to have Hazel Backus, ex-’21, and Esther
moted to rank of captain. He returned
from overseas with his regiment in a chapter here was Sigma Nu. Gam Drenckhahn, T8, will attend the Kappa
April. Busha expects to return to his ma Phi chapter of Sigma Nu was es Alpha Theta convention a t St. Louis,
tablished in 1905. Beta Delta chapter Mo., July 4-8.
home in Big Timber.
of Sigma Chi was organized in Sep
The Sigma Chi chapter will be rep
tember, 1906. Alpha Delta Alpha, a resented by Lambert deMers a t the
SURVEY BOY SCOUT CAMP
local fraternity, was founded January convention held in Des Moines, Iowa,
22, 1915, and is petitioning Beta Theta
The freshman class in surveying, un Pi. Iota Nu was founded as a local on June 26, 27 and 28.
Martin Carlson or Charles Spiller
der the supervision of “Peg” Lansing, in 1908 and is petitioning Phi Kappa
instructor in forestry, made a prelim^ Psi. Delta Rho, also a local, was will go to Indianapolis, Ind., in October
inary survey of the Boy Scout camp founded January 26, 1916, and is pe to attend the Sigma Phi Epsilon meet
ing.
site on Johnson creek last Tuesday. titioning Phi Delta Theta.
The preliminary survey consisted in
Kappa Alpha Theta established Al STUDENTS DISCUSS AWARD
running out the boundaries of the camp
pha Nu chapter at the University July,
OF LETTERS TO WOMEN
site and the running of level control
1909. Beta Phi chapter of Kappa Kap
for the making of a topographic map. pa Gamma was established March,
The maps are to be made by the soph 1909. Pi chapter of Delta Gamma
(Continued from Page 1.)
omore class with special reference for was established September, 1911. Del
sanitary engineering purposes. The ta Phi Zeta, a local sorority, founded with the situation here, or whether an
M a d e a t the ta b le —
camp site is about two miles above November, 1915, was established as experienced man should be secured for
N o fu ss— N o sm oke.
Bonner. G. R, Porter, a member of Chi chapter of Alpha Phi May 30, the work. A new committee, com
the central council of the Boy Scouts, 1918. Delta Sigma Chi was estab posed of students remaining for sum
A lum inum g rid d le re
accompanied the party to assist in out lished as a local sorority in February, mer school, will be appointed to carry
quires
no greasin g.
lining the work to be done.
on the idea of a student book store
1919.
and have it ready for the opening of
NOTICE.
the fall quarter. I t Is the plan of the
Kappa Alumnae Picnic.
The Alumnae Association of Kappa committee to make the store co-oper
There will be a meeting of the sopho Kappa Gamma entertained the active ative, a small sum being collected from
more class Tuesday afternoon at four chapter with a picnic at Cobban park each student in the fall, then the prof
its being declared the next spring.
Wednesday evening.
o’clock in the auditorium.

OID U STUDENTS

of Your College Days

K O D A K

J
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The Office Supply Co.

O L Y M P IA
POOL HALL

Dorm Girls Picnic
at 1 a.m. on Campus

1 0 % Discount on Our Entire Stock of

KIRSCHBAUM CLOTHING
FLORSHEIM and TILT SHOES
STETSON HATS

15%

Discount on Our Entire Stock

of

EMERY SHIRTS
SUPERIOR UNDERWEAR

“IHE CLOTHING
MB) SHOE
STORE OF THE
TOWN”

E L E C T R IC

“IFITCOMES
FROM BARNEY’S
IT MUST BE
GOOD”

W AFFLES

Missoula Light and W ater Co.

Second Section I
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VARSITY ATHLETICS
HIT FORMER STRIDE
IN SPRING QUARTER

Year’s Review; Summer and
Autumn Quarter News.
NO. 5!
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Building Plan of State University

Grizzlies Easily Win State
Championship in Base
ball and Track.
____
NO GAMES LAST FALL

Majority of University Mara
power Rally to Country's | |
Call for Soldiers.

War and Influenza Prevent
Intercollegiate Contests in j
Football, Basket Ball.

Institution Adopts WartimJ
Program in Curriculum 1
to Meet Conditions.

31 *HAVE

LOST

L IV E |

Five victories and only two defeats
The signing of the armistice with
have given the Montana Grizzlies two
Germany, last November, marked the
state championships and a first divi
return of the first Montana men who
sion berth in baseball in the northwest
had left the State University for the
conference this spring. Postponement
service during the war.
Since that
of games by many of the colleges and
time the men have been steadily coming
universities is all that held Montana
back to continue their university work,
to five victories, according to Coach
or to visit on the campus. From the
W. E. Schreiber.
reports of these men and those still in
The influenza epidemic prevented
the service, next fall will see almost
football and basketball in the Univer
every man who interrupted his college
sity this year. It was, however,
work to enter the service, again regis
planned to meet the Aggies in baskettered in the State University. In addi
ball but no games could be arranged.
tion to these are many service men
The following men were chosen on the
who have learned of the advantages af
all-star team of the interclass and
forded by the State University and
interfratemity series: Howard and
have entered here.
Ahem, forwards; McKain, center;
Elwood Best, a student in the school
Weigel and Whistler, guards. All these
of forestry, is at the University oa
men with the exception of Whistler will
government allowance for wounds re
be in the University next year. With
Sullivan, Crouch and Sailor back, hopes
The above drawing shows the comprehensive building plan of the State University for its future constructional ceived in action at Belleau Woods.'
for a good team next year are high.
development. The plans for the future development of the University have been approved. At the present time, the Best was in the marines, serving in
Another University man,
principal buildings are constructed about the. oval in the center, but as the University grows the buildings will be France.
Varsity Wins State Track.
wounded in action, E. C. Mosby, of
The varsity track team brought home located according to the above plan. University hall, which now stands at the head of the oval, bears the name Kalispell, has returned to the Univer
the state championship in a dual meet of the Administration building and Auditorium in the plan. These general plans to insure architectural harmony sity, and his request for an allowance
at Bozeman May 17, scoring 73% and development, were prepared by Geo rge Carsley, a Helena architect, with C ass Gilbert of New York as consulting is now pending. He was wounded ippoints to the Aggies 38%. Cort How architect. The plans have been defini tely accepted by the state board of ed ucation and the board of examiners.
both arms at St. Mihiel. At the time
ard was individual scorer with 22
he was called into the service with the
points, including two firsts and three
Second Montana National Guard, later
Fall
Registration
seconds. Sterling was second with 19
the 163rd infantry, he was a sopho
points, three firsts and one second. Six
at U on Sept. 26-27
more in the University.
men of the team earned their M by
In 1917, at the time war was de
making a first or eight points. They
clared, 316 men were enrolled as regu
are Howard, Sterling, Carver, Mussey,
Registration of students at the
lar students in the University.
Of
Hodson and Baker.
State University for the autumn
these, 195, or practically everyone of
In the Northwest conference quad
quarter will be held on September
Eight Former Stars to Sup them who was physically able
rangular meet held at Pullman, Wash., 1920 Annual Is Volume of 256 26 and 27. All new students should
port Varsity Eleven in
and Were without dependents, were
Pages; Featured by Diary
May 24, Montana scored 16 points and
report at the registrar’s office upon
at some time in the service. This
Contests of Fall.
took second place in the relay. Con
their arrival at the University. The
of
S.
A.
T.
C.
Life.
is 62 per cent of the men enrolled. The
sidering the fact that Montana has had
registrar urges that new students
total number of undergraduates and
no track team since 1916 this come
send in the certificate of their high
The football prospects are brighter former students of the University who
“The year-book is an exception in
back in the conference is a pleasant
school credits in advance.
for the coming season than they have were in service is 404. In addition
one way, because it will be the result
surprise to Coach Schreiber.
A large number of the rooms in ever been. Of course the team will to these men, three of the women of the
of the combined efforts of the staff and
Five Baseball Games Won.
Craig hall already have been en feel the loss of Chris Bentz, who was University, were engaged in war work.
The Bruin baseball team has scored not that of one person, the editor, as
gaged, and those who wish rooms rated as all-American tackle on the Alpha Buse, ’16, held a confidential po
five victories against one defeat this is usually the case,” said Mary Farrell,
there should send in their applica Great Lakes naval training station sition with the aviation service, at
spring. The team won the state cham editor of the 1920 Sentinel.
tions at once. A list of rooms that eleven, who will coach the Butte high Wasington, D. C. Ethel Johnson, exThe Sentinel this year is dedicated may be obtained off the campus school eleven this fall.
pionship from the Aggies two weeks
’20, occupied a clerical position with
ago in a two-game series, 14-9 and 7-6. to the men who have died in service
will be sent to those desiring it.
Many of the old stars who formerly the American Red Cross council at
The Aggies got a five-run lead in the and is called the War Service Sentinel.
The requirements for special stu wore the varsity numbers will be en Washington, D. C. Helen McCarthy, *
first few innings of the first contest, It has gone to press and will be ready dents are that they must be 20 rolled again this fall, so that Coach
ex-’18, was assistant to the manager
but then tradition was not to be denied for the students either Saturday, the years of age and must show ability
Schreiber is confident of a winding of recreation at Camp Lewis, Wash
and the varsity came from behind win 14th of June, or the first part of the
to take up the studies they elect.
team. Among these men are Dahl- ington. Other University women vol
ning by five scores. Montana led all following week.
berg, Driscoll, Harris, and Sullivan, unteered their services as nurses in
There are 256 pages in the book.
the way in the second contest, the out
all of B utte; Nelson of Missoula, Jones the influenza epidemic, two of them
Some of the special features are: A
come never being in doubt.
of Everett, Washington, and Van Horn dying while engaged in that work.
By breaking even with W. S. C., Mon diary of S. A. T. C. life by Box Reyn Y. W. C. A. WELL STAGE
PLAY FRIDAY, JUNE 20 and Scherck who are attending the
Thirty-one former students of the
tana may claim the Northwest confer olds, drawings by the art department,
University.
ence title in baseball. W. S. C. defeat and a great many snap shots.
There will be at least seven games if State University, died in the service.
The 1920 Sentinel has been a suc Proceeds to Bring Secretary to Uni the present plans of Coach Schreiber For them, there are gold stars on the
ed every team in the conference ex
versity Three Months Next
cept Montana, and this gives Washing cess financially. The proceeds from
are fulfilled. Four of these will be University service flag. This spring,
Year.
ton State the edge in the percentage the advertising and the promised sale
played on the home field. The sched the University inaugurated the tradi
tion of planting trees in memory of
column. Montana, on the other hand, of books will be sufficient to cover all
ule :
the University’s honored dead. A tree
could get none of the other conference expenses.
October
11—Montana
Wesleyan,
at
“The Feast of the Holy Innocents"
was planted for each of the 31 students
teams to schedule games. By break
will be given by the Y. W. C. A. in Missoula.
The
ing even with the only other contender, LEAH BLACK ELECTED
October 18—Utah Aggies, at Logan, who had died in the service.
trees are of the yellow pine variety,
Montana is as good as W. S. C. W. S.
HEAD ECONOMICS CLUB the University auditorium Friday night Utah.
C. has refused to play two more games
at 8 o’clock. Mrs. Phillip Brown is
October 25—Offered to Gonzaga, at and since any which die will be re
placed, they will be a permanent monu
to decide the championship. Thus Mon
Leah Black, a junior in the home directing the play. The purpose of put Missoula.
tana may claim the Northwest title.
economics department, was elected ting on the play is to raise money in
November 1—Whitman college, at ment to the dead.
Montana defeated W. S. C. in the president of the Home Economics Club order to bring a Y. W. C. A. secre Missoula.
For the students remaining at the
first of the two games series at Pull for next year a t a meeting of the club tary here for three months next year.
November 8—Idaho University, at University, special courses were given
man, 6-2, while W. S. C. won a vic recently. Josephine Lukens was elect The cast is: Electa Milk, Marga Moscow or Spokane.
to fit them for the necessary work of
tory in the second contest, 17-15.
ed vice president, with Marion Leach ret Wickes; Cornelia Milk, Rhea John
November 15—Montana Aggies, at the war. In addition, a cadet corps
Those who won the M in baseball as secretary and treasurer. Thelma son ; Mrs. Oberly, Hildred Gleason; Bozeman.
was organized on the campus which
are Spiller, catcher; Vitt, pitcher, Wuest was elected reporter for the Jennie Oberly, Barbara Fraser; Mrs.
Thanksgiving day — Washington later became the S. A. T. C. The
Oman, Dorothy Whitworth.
club.
State college, at Missoula.
(Continued on Page 5.)
(Continued on Page 5.)
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UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
Alumni of Montana Make Good
AN INCORPORATED BODY
W
After College in Life Work Fees Paid to Associated Student Treas BUY YOUR MUSIC, VICTOR REC

Graduates Bring' Distinction to Alma Mater in Engineering,
Editor__________ _______ E s th e r Jacobson *
M anager----------- --- --------------M ary F a rrell |
Law, Journalism, Medicine and Politics.
M anaging E ditor..................G eorge Scherok

ury Meet Expenses of All
Activities.

ORDS AND PLAYER ROLLS AT

Hoyt-Didrinson Piano Co.

Next to Empress
The students of the University are
Associate E dito r____ .'...Seymour Gbrsllne'l
City Editor................ .......—..Sadie E rickson T Every university has among its grad Along with his business success, Mr. incorporated under the name of “As
Sport E d ito r...______ E llsw orth C. Mosby |
sociated Students of the State Univer
Campus E ditor.......
M n .rg n re t Jn h n s p n nates men and women who have won Greenwood has attracted considerable
sity of Montana,” more briefly known
Exchange E dito r_________ ___H elen L ittle
iathro Edltor!l™i™r™..™^a)^y^G^in-l.signal success in their particular lines attention by his literary ability. Most as the “A. S. U. M.” By the payment
!:Asst. Business M anager..........Ronald K ain of work in which they were prepared of his literary work was concerned
Repairing while you wait
of the incidental fee ($10) a student
Shoestrings and Polishes
$ The subscription price of The K alm ln while in college. The State Univer chiefly with the recent war and his
becomes a member of the A. S. U. M.,
i|s 60c for the w in te r and spring q u arters,
306 North Higgins
p e rs o n s who a re no t m em bers of A. S. sity of Montana, in spite of its youth little poems gathered together in neat and through this organization they
p h M. m u st pay th e subscription fee to and other difficulties to be found in little booklets met with approval every
Hjbtain T he K alm in. Address, business
carry on all their activities.
m nager. T he K alm in, U niversity, Mls- the period of expansion and growth, where they were read.
The A. S. U. M. provides the money
:) U la , Mont,
Ernest Hubert, ’12, is engaged in to meet the expense of all student ath
has measured up well with other uni
versities in turning out successful stu government entomological work. The letics and student activities. The stu
dents. State University graduates, from field of his work is chiefly in the dent manager has charge of the expen
the time the first graduating class went northwest forests. George H. Rennet, ditures and makes reports to the ex
out to take a place in the world, have ’99, was one of the first University ecutive committee and to the associa
MISSOULA, MONT.
entered many different fields of work, graduates to attract attention. During tion. The funds are deposited in a
and in most cases have brought distinc his college days he was a football play local bank and are drawn out only Open 6:30 a. m. to 1:00 a. m.
er of ability. He is now one of the upon a requisition approved by the
tion to their alma mater.
European Plan
Beginning in 1899, nearly every class best known surgeons in the northwest president of the University.
since that time has had at least one with his residence in Kellogg, Idaho.
Rooms
$1.00 and Upwards
The committees of the association
representative who has achieved some He served in the medical corps during are the executive committee and such
degree of success in his profession. The the war. P. M. Silloway, ’13, now at other committees as may be formed by
CUISINE EXCELLENT
class of 1902 stands out above the rest Lincoln, Illinois, is one of the coun-1 a vote of the A. S. U. M. The execu
with four members fulfilling the obliga try’s foremost authorities on birds.
tive committee consists of seven mem
Two University women graduates bers.
tions of their profession and work in
The student members consist
won national prominence when the
a creditable manner.
of the president, vice president and the
woman
suffrage
movement
was
at
its
secretary of the A. S. U. M., two deleJournalists Make Good.
height in the country. Florence Leech,
The University school of journalism ’12, and Jeannette Rankin, ’02, were gates-at-large from the A. S. U. M.,
was struggling under the handicap two of the prominent figures in the a manager, and one member of the fac
which accompanies the establishment national suffrage campaign. Miss Leech ulty, to be appointed by the president
of a new school when two of the stu spent most of her time campaigning of the University.
The present officers of the A. S. U.
dents enrolled in journalism received in New York and New Jersey.
To
Joe Townsend, president;
their diplomas. Carl Dickey, ’14, dur- Jeannette Rankin belongs the distinc M., are:
and Everything
the European war was one of the tion of being the first woman to hold Florence Dixon, vice president; Olara
New York Times foreign correspond a seat in the United States congress. Johnson, secretary; Russell Ireland,
ents in France. During ordinary times She was elected as a member of the manager; Seymour Gorsline, editor of
THE COST OF COMING
he holds a position as a special writer house of representatives from Montana the Kaimin; William Kane, cheer Follow the Crowd Every
leader; delegates-at-large, Lambert deon the same paper. George Armitage, on the Republican ticket.
THE U.
Mers and Harry Griffin. A student
1914, served on the reportoiial staff
Day to
The University has made it pos- \ of the Honolulu Star-Bulletin before
must have been an active member of
the organization for at least one-half
sible for students at the far ends [the war
of his college course in order to be
of the state to come to its campus One of the first Montana students to
eligible to hold office in the associa
at the same cost as the undergrad receive the benefits of a Cecil Rhodes
tion.
scholarship
was
Rev.
George
Barnes,
uate who lives near Missoula. If
The Kaimin, the official publication
’02. Rev. Barnes received his D.D. at
the railroad fare from your home Oxford university. He is now preach
of the student body of the University,
works in co-operation with the execu
town to and from the University ing in Battle Creek, Michigan. He is
tive committee of the A. S. U. M., and
is more than $5, you are entitled a very forceful speaker and ha§ won
Cast
of
Comedy
Made
Up
of
all money derived from that publica
to a refund of any amount in ex for himself considerable distinction as
tion is turned into the general fund of
U Students With Dra
cess of that sum. All that is neces a churchman.
the A. S. U. M.
Succeed
in
Engineering.
matic
Experience.
sary for a student to obtain this
refund is to submit all receipts of Men whose ambitions directed them
WILL PRODUCE PAGEANT
centers of industrial activities and
railway expenses to the business to
“The Importance of Being Earnest,”
DURING SUMMER QUARTER
engineering have succeeded. James H.
office of the University upon reg Bonner, until recently the acting dean the first big three-act play to be staged
by
a
University
cast
in
three
years,
A
course
in pageant writing and pro for the young women of
istration.
of the University forestry school, is
now the advisory engineer of the pub will be presented a t the Liberty theater duction will be conducted at the Uni
the University.
lic utilities commission with headquar Wednesday, June 18, under the joint versity during the summer quarter by
MONTANA SCHOOLS FOR
ters at Helena. Thomas L. Greenough, auspices of the English department and Mrs. Margaret Gannsle, a successful
MONTANANS.
Popular Prices.
’06, is one of the prominent mining men the Masquers’ club. The play, which writer and producer of pageants from
1*Montana schools for Montana \) ,in
• the northwest, with headquarters at is a part of the commencement pro North Dakota. It is planned to pre
people!” Let this be your slogan. Spokane. Homer McDonald, ’02, by gram, is one of Oscar Wilde’s best sent a pageant at the end of the first
If you are a Montana citizen and reason of the value.of his expert knowl known comedies. It is a “trivial com term of the course, representing the
edy for serious people,” turning on a history of Montana. Mrs. Gannsle has
intend to spend most of your life edge in the metallurgical field, is now pun on the word “Earnest.” The already sketched the general outlines
in the employ of the Anaconda Copper
in this state, why not become ac company. His position takes him treatment of the subject renders the of the production and the students of
quainted with the laws, the life and to the A. C. M. copper mines in play a perfect specimen of farce full the course will write a considerable
portion of the pageant.
conditions surrounding you. You the vicinity of Rio Trento, Spain. Per of droll and witty flashes.
The pageant will be staged on the
can do this by attending the Uni haps the most prominent of Montana The cast of the play is made of stu campus
some time during the last
alumni to win recognition for excep dents with dramatic experience. Hel
versity in your own state.
tional ability in metallurgical work is en Little who plays the part of Lady week in July and participation will be
Cor. P ine and H iggins
You may go to larger colleges Herman McGregor, ’08. McGregor is Bracknell, and Glazar Torrance who open to all members of the University.
in the East, the West, or in the now located at Salt Lake City, but takes a servant’s role, starred in last
South, but in none of them will for the past few years has engaged in year’s commencemnt nlay. Harry Jaryou find conditions as well adapt- j mining operations in Arizona. He has dine, who takes the part of a well-to-do
ed to your own needs as in Mon patented many metallurgical processes Englishman, and Helen Prescott, who
have ranked him among the best appears as Miss Prism, have had ex
tana. Other colleges may have which
in the profession in the country. Har perience in dramatics before entering
more equipment, but few have bet old Blake, ’02, occupies an important the University.
ter instructional staffs.
position with the Anaconda Copper
Following is a cast of the charac
The ending of the war does not lessen the responsibility of
If you specialize in law, you will Mining company with headquarters at ters :
Montana
citizenship. Rather, the problems of peace are more
Anaconda.
During
the
recent
war
he
Lady
Bracknell,
Helen
A.
Little;
Al
learn the Montana laws and stat
in France, holding the rank of gernon, Harry Jardine; Jack, James
difficult of solution than those of war. The State University of
utes, and as soon as you have taken served
lieutenant colonel.
Farmer; Miss Prism, Helen Prescott;
Montana has for its main purpose the development of the right
the bar examinations you are fitted
The Far East considered the State Canon Chasuble, Tom Swearingen;
idea of citizenship and of the responsibilities of Montana citizen
to begin practicing in Montana at University of Montana the proper place Gwendolen Fairfax, Naomi Allen.
ship. This state has made a war record which is remarkable. To
once. The same is true of any other | to educate one of her students and in Other parts are taken by Virginia
continue that record in time of peace, to add to the usefulness of
line of work you make take up— 1912, Cbing-Han Chen of Canton, Yeagen, Tom Moore, and Glazar Tor
I China, enrolled in the department of rance.
this
commonwealth, is the present-day duty of every Montanan.
journalism, pharmacy, forestry, business administration. Following his
The play is being directed by Pro
.To aid in this achievement is the aim of the State University.
and music.
| graduation in 1916, Chen left for his fessor H. M. Jones of the English de
Practical courses, vocational schools, well-defined ideals offer to
This is the age when thorough Inative country and at the present time partment Inasmuch as Professor Jones
the Montana student the best opportunity for education. For
ness and speed in education count. is a member of the Chinese commission has accepted a position with the Uni
catalogue aud other information, address
You cannot get either one unless !now “ W8*®* * * the revision and re- versity of Texas, this is probably the
,
,,
,.
construction of the finances in China, last play he will direct at the Uni
you know well your working terversity.
..__
__ _
...
. .
Holds Banking Position.
T h e R egistrar,
ntory. nGrow
up with
your state.
• .
. j . .. ,
.
. Montana alumni are well representState University,
Be interested
in
its
developm
ent
J
.
.
.
,
.
.
,
,.
„
Entertain at Country Club.
„
.
ed in business circles and other proand welfare. Make it greater and fgssions aside from those that have
Missoula, Montana.
The alumnae of Delta Gamma en
your work will mean much more to been mentioned. George H. Greenwood, tertained the active chapter with a
you. Always be a Montanan.
’04, is a prominent banker in Spokane. dinner a t the Country Club last night
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adet Officer Boosts University
and State, Gets Name

99i

H e W ins 4 Debates;
Loses 2 in 4 Years

WAFFLES AND HOT CAKES
AND HOT LUNCHES
at the

MINUTE LUNCH

222 N. Higgins Ave.
At air camps all through Texas, the
W
ith
the
recent
victory
over
the
men in training had no other name for
Idaho team, William Jameson, T9,
Leaders of Cadet Battalion George (“Gus”) Scherck but “Monbrought his four years' intercol
I tana.” They called him “Montana” in
legiate debating career to a close
Have Seen Service in
j every aviation camp where he was sta
with a record of four victories and
World War.
two defeats.
Jameson began his
tioned. This is but one evidence of
Strictly Up-to-Dato
debating career in his senior year
Work Guaranteed.
the fact that Montana men boosted for
at
Roundup
high
school.
His
team
Previous to the war the authorities Montana even while engaged in the
mate
was
Seymour
Gorsline,
’20.
at the University sought to establish
more important duty at the time of
In the high school state debates
a Reserve Officers’ Training camp on
they made their way to the semi
the campus. The petition was not fighting their country’s battles. And
finals.
Jameson’s collegiate rec
granted until the first of the year. Now now, with the war ended, more and
ord follows:
the R. O. T. C. is well established on I more evidence of the good influence
that State University men have ex
1915-16, Jameson and Howard
the campus.
Johnson defeated North Dakota;
With the outbreak of the war in the erted on behalf of their alma mater is
The Home of Good Things
1916-17, Jameson and Leslie Wilson
spring of 1917 many University men coming to light.
Here
is
another
example
of
the
boostlost
to
Idaho;
1917-18,
Jameson
and
to Eat.
enlisted and in time many received
Clara Johnson won from Idaho, but
commissions at officers’ training camps. | er spirit of former “U” men. At the
j
end
of
a
long
letter
inquiring
about
with William McCullough he lost to
The men who remained in school or
U tah; 1918-19, with Hazel Baird he
ganized a cadet battalion and were in 1the opportunities in the University, G.
Open from 7:00 in the mornin
won from Utah and with Neil D.
structed by officers from Fort Mis O. Emick of Chadron, Neb., w rites:
“While in the army I played football
McKain won from Idaho.
soula.
untU 11:30 in the evening
During the year 1917-1918 all under on a team on which a former State
classmen were required to drill an hour
VARSITY WAR VETERANS
each day. Captain W. J. McCormick
RETURN TO UNIVERSITY
of Missoula was appointed to command
the battalion.
(Continued from Page 3.)
Last fall the University took care of
about 450 S. A. T. C. men. The Univer
laboratories
and special equipment of
sity had the distinction of being the only
the University were used to give spe AT ELITE HALL EVERY
institution west of the Mississippi to
complete a Y. M. C, A. hut for the men Women Make Additional $888 Those Enrolled in Journalism cial training to the men of Fort Mis
SATURDAY NIGHT
soula. Last fall, the S. A. T. C. was
in camp.
organized
on
the
campus
and
more
or
Total
of
$2,400
a
Month
Edit
Kaimin;
Juniors
With the signing of the armistice and
Music by
than 300 men were enrolled. Under
the disbanding of the S. A. T. C., the
for Students Who Work.
Edit Sentinel.
the supervision of Professor DeLoss
commanding officer, Major John S.
Missoula
Club Orchestra
Smith of the school of music, commu
Maginnis, was ordered to stay and or
nity
singing
was
given
in
Missoula
and
Approximately $2,400 is earned each
The student life at the State Uni
ganize a Reserve Officers’ Training
W entz & Jones
corps. Major Maginnis was soon trans month by men and women students of versity would be quite incomplete with nearby towns. Nor did the work of
ferred and replaced by Lieut. Col. A. the State University who are earning out the Montana Kaimin, the student the University end with the war. In
C. Gillem. Lieutenant Colonel Gillem all or a part of their expenses while at publication. Kaimin is the Indian term conduction with the Rotary clubs of
the state, special work was given this
and bis adjutant. Lieutenant L. C. tending the University.
Those who for a message in black and white. The
Thomas, have in a short time enlisted come to the University with insuffi Kaimin was started in 1897 as a month spring in \the work of Americaniza
the co-operation of every man on the cient funds to last them through three ly. In 1902 the University Press club tion, special'lecturers being secured for
campus. They have been ably assisted I quarters are usually able to obtain published it as a weekly. In 1913 when this work.
by several discharged officers who enough work to enable them to finish the A. S. U. M. was* organized, it j The following are some of the spe
cial war works of the University:
have returned to the University and the year.
Has Been Remodeled and is
The faculty, however, bought the paper from the Press club i
1. —Establishment of the three-quar
and
has
published
it
as
a
semi-wekly
are now acting as cadet officers.
wishes to discourage students from
Now Under New Manage
ter system.
About 125 men are in the battalion, coming to college without at least since.
ment.
2.
—Military
training
in
mechanics.
In
1915
the
student
constitution
was
I
which is divided into two companies. enough money to last them through
3.
—A war speakers’ week.
In the short time since the corps was half the school year. A few students amended so that the editorship of the
4. —A student battalion, later the S. EXCELLENT ROOMS
organized, much has been accomplished. who, in the past, have failed to do Montana Kaimin was given to a mem
A. T. C.
EXCELLENT SERVICE
The men have been issued complete this, have been obliged to leave the ber of the junior class in the school of
5.—University Council of Defense.
equipment, including uniforms, rifles, University before the third quarter was journalism. The staff is made up en
6. —Food conservation courses and
tirely of journalism students.
eta Most of the time has been de over.
CALL THE
Another important student publica lectures.
voted to close and extended order drill,
As an indication of the amount of
7.—Community singing.
and such technical points as officers work done by students of the Univer tion is the Sentinel, edited each spring |
8.—Nurses’ training.
by the junior class. This book gives
must know.
sity, during the month of February,
9.
—Special war courses and lectures.
Every student officer in the R. O. T. 1919, approximately seventy-five men a review of the activities of the sev
10. —Campaigns for Red Cross, Y. M.
C. has seen service in some branch of were earning money while attending eral classes, social and professional or
C. A. and other war reliefs.
the army during the recent world war. the institution. During that month ganizations, and of the several depart
11.—War research work.
The personnel of the cadet battalion these men earned a total of $1538.25 ments of the University during the
Phone 48
12.—Vocational congress for women.
officers includes four second' lieuten which is a general average of $20 a year. The class of 1904 was the first
13.—Americanization work.
ants of the infantry, one each of the month for each man. Most of the stu class to put out a Sentinel. This book
When You Want Quick
artillery and aviation branches, and a dents who desire work obtain employ has adopted its name from the Uni
Service
VARSITY
ATHLETES
WIN
versity
hill
and
guard
of
the
campus,
former sergeant in the S. A. T. C.
ment as janitors, waiters, clerks in Mount Sentinel.
STATE
CHAMPIONSHIPS
127
East
Front Street
The cadet officers are:
downtown stores, and student assisEach year the University of Montana |
Ellsworth Mosby of Kalispell, first {tants in the various departments of the
(Continued from Page 3.)
lieutenant, adjutant. (2nd Lieut., Inf.) I institution. Boys may live cheaply at gives out many publications for the
benefit of the public and particularly
Company A :
the barracks if they so desire where for the benefit of the people of Mon Fries, first base; McKain, second base;
AFTER THE MEET
Cecil Phipps of Florence, captain. room and board can be obtained for
tana. The most important of these pub Scherck, shortstop; Howard, third
(2nd Lieut., coast artillery.)
$22.50 a month.
lications is the Bulletin Series giving base; Daylis, left field; Bowen, center
Boyd Van Horn of Miles City, first
Girl students at the University earn general announcements of the several field; Shepard, right field.
lieutenant. (2nd Lieut, Inf.)
on the average about $8,000 a year. departments of the University. Each
Howard made three first teams this
* George Scherck of Missoula, second
They obtain employment as stenogra summer a catalogue of information is year, including basket ball, baseball
lieutenant. (2nd Lieut., aviation.)
phers, student-assistants in labora published. At regular intervals circu and track while McKain made the bas
Company B :
tories, or else take care of children,
Lambert deMers of Arlee, captain. work in the library, do housework, or lars are published, which contain spe ketball and baseball teams. Last year
cial announcements, changes of depart five men were able to make first team
(2nd Lieut, Inf.)
I clerk in downtown stores. Girls who
The University positions on two or more athletic teams.
P at Keeley of Deer Lodge, first lieu desire to live as economically as pos- ments and so on.
Dwight Carver broke the state rec
Studies contain contributions resulting
tenant. (2nd Lieut., Inf.)
j sible may obtain board and room at the from research work of the faculty in ord in the javelin throw this year, with
Guy Mooney of Judith Gap, second J Knowles cottage for $16 a month.
Cigar Store
the several departments and schools. a heave of 155 feet 6 inches. No other
lieutenant. (1st Sgt., S. A. T. C.)
records
were
made
this
year
in
the
Booklets,
published
usually
in
the
fall
There
is
no
reason
why
a
student
Several cadets from the corps have
been selected soon to attend a 30-day who really needs the money should not and spring of each year, give informa state.
Sterling has shown exceptional abil
BILLIARDS
summer camp at the Presidio in San be able to earn from $15 to $20 a tion regarding the University curricu
AN D POOL
Francisco for a period of intensive month. The faculty does not guaran lum. Each week there is a news letter ity on the track this spring doing es
training. Lieutenant Colonel Gillem tee work, but it does everything in its sent to all the newspapers of the state pecially well in the hnrdle and dash
power
to
assist
students
who
need
the
events.
Mussey,
Carver,
Hodson,
and
furnishing
news
of
the
activities
at
the
left for the Presidio, May 30, to join
Baker also won a first in the state
the staff of instructors in preparing work to obtain it. Next fall a spe University.
track meet, showing good form.
cial secretary will be placed in charge
for the summer camp.
EUROPEAN PLAN
Spiller, Howard, McKain, Shepard
of a student employment bureau for ELVA BURT NEW PRESIDENT
the benefit of those who are depend
OF SENIOR MORTAR BOARD and Daylis did the best fielding on the
Miss Drenckhahn Here.
$1, $1.50, $2, $2.50, $3
ball team. No figures are available
Esther Drenckhahn, ’18, is a guest ent upon their own labors to put them
Per Day
selves
through
the
University.
on
the
batting
averages,
but
Fries,
Vitt,
Elva
Burt
was
elected
president
of
a t the Kappa Alpha Theta house. She
the Mortar Board at a meeting of the McKain and Howard are all swatting
has been teaching for the past year at
Dean Stone Gives Addresses.
junior girls Wednesday afternoon. Es well. Vltt’s pitching has been a fea
Augusta, Montana.
Dean A. L. Stone of the school of telle Hansen was elected vice-presi ture of the season, he winning five
One of the Finest H otels
journalism delivered the Commence dent; Hildred Gleason, secretary; and games out of five starts.
Miss Fairchild Visits.
in the State.
Montana
now
holds
every
state
cham
Fay Faircbield, ’18, is visiting at the ment address at the Eureka high school' Margaret Turner, treasurer. The Mor pionship. The football and basketball
tar
Board
is
an
organization
pf
senior
Dining
Room Unsurpassed
last
night
He
will
deliver
the
high
Delta Gamma house this week. Miss
championships were won last year and
Fifteen Large Sample Rooms
Fairchild has been teaching in Town school Commencement address in Libby girls for the betterment of the Uni were not contested for this year.
versity.
send, Montana, during the past year. tonight
University of Montana man played.
His name was Sam Cook.”
Not only will the majority of the
former University men return to com
plete unfinished work, but many other
men with whom they were associated
and to whom they talked Montana, will
come here for the first time as a re
sult of their loyal boosting.
Wallace M. Lynch of Billings wrote
May 24, “I served as a sergeant, firstclass, medical department, 163rd in
fantry, 41st division, nine months in
the states and 14 months overseas. Al
so had border service in 1916. Dur
ing some of the above period I was as
sociated with many State University of
Montana men and had in my company
Walter Davis, John Suchy, David Berg,
Leigh Sloan, James Muri, and others.
It was through their influence that I
decided to attend the State University
of Montana in preference in going else
where.”
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situation. Work is also given in the psychological tests. Professor F. O.
history of Montana which is partic Smith, bead of the department of psy New Post Cards and Views
of the Campus.
ularly valuable to the student who chology in the University, made trips
plans on teaching in this state.
to Camp Lewis, Wash., especially to
Kodak Finishing
For the students who are to teach study the army methods. In addition,
The University offers courses of in education some insight into scientific history many specialized branches of he was furnished all of the material M c K A Y
A R T CO.
struction in the four professional methods and habits of thought; some the science are taught. Among these of the war department on this work.
schools, in the departments of the col training in accuracy of observation and is the work in Historical materials, He made tests at the beginning of the
lege of arts and sciences and in the experiment and in inductive and de especially valuable to the teacher and winter quarter, of all the University
Office Phone 720
graduate department. A review of the ductive reasoning; and some apprecia graduate student. A seminar course is students and tabulated the results.
These tests are planned to be a regu
work offered in schools and depart tion of the function and scope of chem given for graduate students.
Residence Phone 160 Blk.
lar part of the registration in the Uni
Home Economics Department.
istry.
ments follows:
2. It is a service department. It
The home economics department will versity.
School of Forestry.
Professor Smith aided by some of his
HEATING AND PLUMBING
The work of the Montana School of teaches those who do not have a pri be moved into its new quarters in the students, has made studies of the school
mary
interest
in
the
subject
itself,
but
Natural
Science
building
next
fall.
Basement Hammond Block
Forestry is along two distinct lines—
children
of
the
Butte
and
Missoula
pub
The department has a strong fouran undergraduate course of four years who want some knowledge of its va
lic schools. These have been very val
rious
branches
as
an
aid
in
the
study
year
course
which
enables
its
gradu
which provides liberally for specializa
ates to obtain positions as teachers in uable to the teachers.
tion in all the various branches of for of the technical fields.
3. It is a professional school. To the public schools. For those that do
School of Music.
estry and forestry engineering, and a
The fundamental purpose of those in
short course of 14 weeks for forest those who intend to make chemistry not desire to teach there is a course in
their profession, the department offers institutional management. Graduates charge has been to make the school of
ranged.
from this course may obtain positions music complete and thorough in every
The undergraduate courses are ar a thorough undergraduate training.
4. It is a public service bureau—so as dietitians or managers of-hospitals, respect and to advance the pupils rap
ranged to train men for the various
branches of scientific and administra far as the other demands upon its time hotels, cafeterias or dormitories. Work idly, yet carefully. The student of
tive work in the government forest will permit, the staff of the department leading to commercial positions in food music is taught how to study, how to
service and for work with lumber com tries to be of service to the general or clothing is given. Courses in food memorize, and how to attain a thorough
panies and timber-owning corporations public by making analysis and by of and clothing are offered to students not understanding and appreciation of the
world of music. The department has ob
involving the administration, protection fering advice upon problems of a chem majoring in home economics.
tained instructors who by their asso
Library Science.
and utilization of forests. The work ical nature that are submitted to it.
Economics Department.
of the third and fourth years is ar
The department of library science is ciation with affairs musical, both in
ranged to allow for specialization in
Information concerning the depart becoming a decided factor in the Uni teaching and in public performance,
forest administration, lumbering, log ment of economics and sociology is giv versity development. At the head of have obtained and are obtaining high
ging engineering, forest engineering en in a story on page 8.
the department is Miss Gertrude Buck- success. The University believes that
and scientific forestry.
hous who has taken advanced work in for those desiring a thorough familiar
Education Department.
A forestry club with a student and
the Illinois State library school. She ity and mastery of music, either in
Preparation of students for the active completed special courses in govern strumental or vocal, the department
faculty membership of 70 meets fort
nightly for the discussion of forestry administrative work of the schools of ment documents and the Wisconsin now offers the best advantages to be
found in the northwest.
problems, the consideration of techni the state state and particularly the State Library commission.
cal and professional papers and the high schools, is the aim of the depart
Reclassifying, classifying, and cata- ] Eighteen music credits will be ac
ment of education. Practical tx-aining loguing are requisite studies. All stu cepted by the College of Arts and
promotion of a social spirit.
The Missoula section of the Ameri is given the students in the schools dents taking this course have experi Sciences toward the B.A. degree.
Candidates for the degree of gradu
can Foresters holds regular fortnightly of Missoula. Much emphasis is placed ence in the University library.
ate of music must have completed the
meetings. This is a national organiza upon the fundamental psychology of
Mathematics.
I entrance requirements of the Univer
tion of professional foresters of the the profession. Many successful gradu
The mathematics department offers sity before the beginning of the course.
United States, with headquarters in ates of the department are now teach
all ordinary undergraduate courses
Washington, D. C. There is a branch ing in the state.
given in the better universities of the
section in each of the seven districts, Professor Freeman Daughters of
United States. This department has a MEN SHOW SMALL INTEREST
of the national forest service.
The the department, is a trained worker
IN RACQUET TOURNEY
splendid
library amply sufficient for
meetings are open sessions to which in educational affairs. He makes many
all
needs
that
can
arise
in
the
under
students of the school are admitted. trips through the state each year, to
No tennis tournament for the men
graduate school and fairly effective for
Professional papers, dealing with sub study conditions in the various schools
will be held unless more entries are
more
advanced
research
work.
Com
jects of technical forestry, are read and of the state.
plete files of all the American journals made. So far only two men entered
discussed.
the doubles and three the singles. The
English Department.
of mathematics' and of’the best' foreign
The Montana School of Forestry pos
The English department of the Uni journals of mathematics are in the li i tournament was scheduled for the lat
sesses marked advantages in the mat versity offers courses both for the stu
ter part of this week.
ter of location. Every forest type of dent who wishes to do major or minor brary.
The women’s tournament probably
Dr.
N.
J.
Lennes,
E.
F.
A.
Carey,
the inland northwest is found within a work in that department, and for the
will be held the first of next week. No
M.S.,
and
Di\
A.
S.
Merrill
are
the
few miles of the school.
definite plans concerning it have been
student who desires a general knowl faculty of this department.
made.
edge of literature.
Such courses as
School of Law.
Modern Languages.
Information concerning the school of business English, contemporary litera
Information concerning the work in
law is given in a separate story on ture, forestry English, modern drama, Modern languages is given in a sepand
the
English
novel
of
the
nineteenth
page 8.
century are designed to interest the arate story on page 8.
School of Journalism.
Physical Education.
student who is majoring in some other
Information concerning the school of department.
Thorough physical examinations for
journalism will be found in a separate
Four courses in public speaking are all students are a feature of the work
store on page 8.
offered—vocal expression, elements of in the department of physical educa
School of Pharmacy.
public speaking, debate, and dramatic tion. With these as a basis, the work
Information concerning the school of personation. The debating team has endeavors to correct all physical de
is our extensive showing of
pharmacy is given in a separate story in the past established a very good formities the students may be found to
record in debating with other colleges have. In addition to the regular ex-'
on page 8.
fluffy, film y materials of white.
ercise and Swedish exercises, talks are
and universities in the northwest.
Department of Biology.
given on the care of the health and
There
are
several
societies
of
a
liter
The department of biology offers
With graduation but a few
reading is assigned.
courses in general biology, bacteriology ary caracter on the campus. The
This year the work of the women
weeks off, attention should be
and protozoology, histology, compara Masquers’ Club, an undergraduate dra
students in physical education has been
given to a gown for her com
tive anatomy, physiology and general matic organization, elects its members
enlarged and a series of intramural
hygiene and other biological studies. from students who show dramatic tal
mencement. Daintiest of Or
games arranged in both basket ball and
ent.
The
Hawthorne
is
a
literary
so
Students majoring in biology must com
ciety that is open to both men and indoor baseball.
gandies, Voiles and Batiste in
plete two years of modern language, women.
Professional courses are given for
one year in botany and a year in
plain
and shadow figure effects
the students who plan on making a
Fine Arts.
chemistry.
profession
of
physical
education
teach
that
are
really fascinating are
The Fine Arts course a t the Uni
The biological station at Flathead
shown
here
in a variety of qual
lake offers accredited courses to all versity is offered by Assistant Profes ing.
Department of Physics.
students who desire to attend.
Un sor F. D. Schwalm, who received his
ities.
Also
an extensive show
The courses offered in the depart
explored mountains, streams, and lakes final courses in art at the Chicago Art
ing of laces in the Venice,
give a splendid opportunity for ad academy. Courses are offered, among ment of physics are so arranged that
others, in the history and appreciation students may get a satisfactory course
vanced study.
Cluny and Shadow that are very
of art, advertising, cartooning, and ad in general physics or more specialized
Department of Botany.
appropriate for the new style
vertising, and are particularly large training in elctricity, mechanics, sound,
Information concerning the depart courses in this department. A national radioactivity, or household physics.
graduation gown.
ment of botany is given in a separate art fraternity has recently come to the I Professor Robert N. Thompson, head of
story on page 8.
University campus. It is Delta Phi the department, graduated from the
Business Administration.
Peabody college in 1905. He has been
Delta.
a member of the faculty of the Uni
The department of business adminis
Department of Geology.
versity of Montana since 1910 and is a
tration offers courses to fit students
Information concerning the depart member of the American Association
as executives and experts in the busi ment of geology is given in a separate
for Advancement of Science.
ness world. During the summer quar
Avail yourself of the opportunity of seeing the com
story on page 8.
Much of the equipment of the de
ter a course will be offered in com
plete showing by visiting our Cotton Goods Section
Greek and Latin.
partment of physics, was used during
mercial law, business organization and
this week.
Information concerning the depart the war, in the training of men for
management, elementary accounting,
ment of Greek and Latin is given in a special war work. Now the aim of
Donohue’s Main Floor,
shorthand, and typewriting.
the department is to give thorough
separate story on page 8.
Chemistry.
training in the theoretical part of the
History and Politics.
The department of chemistry tries to
Since the war, the department of his science. Special elementary work is
fulfill a four-fold function.
provided for beginners, who have not
1. It is a department of the College tory and political science has empha bad physics in high school.
sized
more
than
ever
the
work
in
of Arts and Sciences. As such it at
“The economy center”
Psychological Department.
tempts to offer to those who elect chem- United States history and the work in

Professional and Cultural Work
Is Offered at State University

JOHN POPE

Of Interest to the Fair
Co-ed

A ll Moderately
Priced

DONOHUE’S

try simply as a phrt of their general political science particular to the world

The w ar emphasized the value of
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II OFFERS STIIDEHT

INSTRUCTORS IN LANGUAGES
I LAW SCHOOL’S LIBRARY
STATE FIELD TAKES
» WELL TRAINED FOR WORK
MEMORIAL TO W. W. DIXON
IJ PHARMACY GRADES

J . D . R o w la n d

J E W E L E R A N D OPTICIAN
Special emphasis is placed on care Mrs. Dixon’s Will Also Provides Pro
Montana Only School Graduating
OlMae* F itte d and Repaired. Spe
fessorship; Lawyers to Have
ful instruction in modern languages at
Pharmacists. Within 600
cial a tte n tio n given to Jewelry u d
,
J
W atch R epairing.
Larger Quarters.
the University. All students who are
Mile Radius.
130 N. Higgins Avanua.
working for a degree are required to
The law school of the State Univer
To train students as efficient phar complete at least two years of a modern
School of Journalism Re macy clerks is the purpose of the Uni language. This department was some- sity is one of the best in the north
west. It was established in 1911. The
produces Atmosphere of versity school of pharmacy as stated | what broken up by the war, Dr. Henry course
of study extends over a period
Haxo, professor of French, having
by
Dean
Charles
E.
Mollet.
“Montana
Newspaper Office.
EVERYTHING
is one of the states offering the great been called away to do war work and of three years. Upon graduation a
ELECTRICAL
est opportunities for trained pharma the instruction of German having been student' who has received a degree may
Phone 1040
The purpose of the school of jour cists,” says Dean Mollet. “There is a prohibited by ttye state council of de a t the discretion of the supreme court 12 1 Higgins A v e.
of the state of Montana be admitted
nalism is to prepare students in the constant demand for trained men and fense. However, with the beginning to practice in the courts of Montana
of
the
fall
term
it
is
expected
condi
women in pharmacy in the state that
practical reporting of news under the
we cannot supply. Our graduates are tions will be improved in the modern without further examination.
POPULAR MUSIC
The law library is composed of over
conditions that prevail in a real news holding as responsible and remunera language department.
paper office. The file of the leading tive positions as those of any school.
Professor F. C. Seheucli, head of the j six thousand volumes known as the
papers of the United States are the The University school of pharmacy is department, has held this position since j William Wirt Dixon library. A proI fessorship is also provided under the
text books used by the school. The the only one in the state—in fact the the organization of the University in will of Mrs. Dixon.
only one' within a 600 mile radius of 1895. By his early training and edu
Associated Press, the United Press,
When the new Library building is
cation he is specially fitted for the po
here.”
and the International Service donate
The school of pharmacy has been sition. He attended public schools in completed the law school will occupy
copies of their “flimsy” which is used
Follow the crowd to the
established since September, 1907. It Barcelonia, Spain, for eight years, the entire present library building and
in instruction of editing and headwrit
was transferred from the State Col where his father was American consul. | will be much better equipped for a Rochester for the best pool
ing. Reporting on The Kalinin, the
lege of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts In 1888 he graduated from Gymnasium, large enrollment than the present
student publication, offers practical
A ! rooms.
at Bozeman to the State University of Frankfort-on-tbe-Main, Germany.
and billiard tables."
experience to the student in journal
Montana a t Missoula, July 17, 1913. year later he graduated from Coleigo j The dean of the law school is A. N.
ism. A newspaper morgue is main
Whitlock,
LL.D.,
Harvard
’ll.
Other
Here it was located on the first floor Santo Tomas, Barcelona, Spain. He !
Soft Drinks and Cigars
tained.
of Science hall. The faculty of the was secretary to the United States I faculty members are Walter L. Pope.
na Delta Chi, men's national school of pharmacy consisted only of consulate in Barcelona in 1888-89. He George E. Cleary and Lewis Mi Simes.
^[sm fraternity, and Theta Sig- Dean Charles E. Mollet until the year received a degree from Perdue Uni
“English will not be the diplomatic
national journalism frater- 1914 when Charles P. Valentine came. versity in 1893, and was instructor
| women, have chapters at the Mr. Valentine has since resigned. His there until he became a member of the language in the future,” said Professor
tty.
Besides these organiza- place was taken March 10 by Frank faculty at the University of Montana, j F. C. Scheuch, head of the department
jere is the Press club, of which J. Zuck, who is now assistant pro Professor Scheuch takes a keen inter of modern languages, yesterday after
ftirnalism student is a mem- fessor in the school
est not only in his own department, j noon. French has been the internation
al language for generations, and it is
jfwas organized last year for
The Montana school of pharmacy of but with the growth and development j not likely to be superceded.
108 W. Main
ttng the spirit of co-operation fers a standard pharmacy course par of the entire University. Dr. George j
lity between all the classes in allel with that of the best pharmacy F. Lussky, assistant professor of mod
schools in the country. This school is ern languages, received his A. B. de- j
[tone, who has been dean of a member of the American Association gree from the University of Chicago
•1 since its organization, is of Pharmacy Schools, which has a in 1917, his master’s degree from the j
le best newspaper men in the membership of 48 schools out of a pos University of Wisconsin in 1911 and
the degree of doctor of philosophy
northwest. He has been in the news sible 100 in the United States.
paper garifti' in Montana for 30 years.
Beginning with the coming year the from the same place in 1915.
At present there are no definite!
Ralph D. Casey, assistant professor of quarters of the school are to be greatly
journalism, is a Seattle newspaper enlarged and the equipment increased. plans for beginning classes in German. !
Instruction in this language will be dis-1
man, and is a graduate of the school
continued until further notice from
of journalism of the University of DEPARTMENT OF BOTANY
the state council of defense.
Washington.
OFFERS OPPORTUNITIES
Although the school is young, many I
UNIVERSITY HAS COURSES
of its graduates and former students
IN RECONSTRUCTION WORK
have attained distinction in news Courses Present Plant Life in Cultural
and Professional Aspects.
paper work. Some of these are:
During the war, the department of j
Ed Stanley, reporter on the AnaconThe department of Botany is located economics and sociology devoted a large
da Standard; George Armitage, re -1 in the new hall of Natural Science on
part of its energies to the study of j
^porter on the Billings Gazette; Carl the second and third floors.
The the special problems of the war. Im-1
Dickey, reporter on the New York rooms are convenient and commodious
mediately after the signing of the arm
Times; Percy Stone, engaged in pub and equipped with good microscopes and
istice, the work of the department was
licity work for the War Community other apparatus of modern type. The
reorganized £o take care of the impor-!
Service at New York; Ethel Johnston, collection of herbarium and other ma
tant problems of reconstruction. While |
employed in the Intelligence Depart-1 terials includes about 7,000 mounted
much of this work must be theoretical,
meat a t Washington. D. C.; J. E. H. j plants, largely of the Montana flora,
yet the endeavor is to establish habits I
Markle, Advertising Manager on the and other specimens obtained by ex of mind which will make possible the I
Bremerton (Wash.) News; Este Shan-! changes from different parts of the solving of these special problems by '
tor'll,
reporter on the Bremerton United States.
the student.
(Wash.) Searchlight; Emmett Rior- . The function of this department is
Some of the special courses of the |
din, reporter on the Butte Miner: Mary to present the science of plant life in department in the work of reconstruc
Gleason, reporter on the Butte Miner. its cultural and professional aspects. tion a re : Economic Reconstruction, by
Before this she made a success at man- j A strong general course is given, last Dr. J. H. Underwood; International
aging the Anaconda bureau of the ing throughout the year.
Other Relations, given by Dr. Louis Levine;
Miner after four men had failed; D. courses follow, dealing with the struc Commerce and Commercial Policy, by
D. Richards, secretary of the Missoula ture, physiology and classification of Dr. Levine; Labor Problems, by Dr.
JjlUamljer of Commerce; Clarence plants, their diseases, their applica Levine; Women in Industry, by Dr. i
"streit, recently in the Intelligence De tions to human interests of various Kate W. Jameson; Railroad ProbCopyright 1919 H art Schaffner & M arx
partment of the army, and formerly kinds. The history of botanical sci lems, by George A. Denfeld; and Ee- j
reporter on the Missoula Sentinel; ence also receives attention and for onomic Resources, by Dr. Levine.
(Inez Morehouse, reporter on the Bill seniors a year of work on the journal
They are all that we say and certain to be just
ings Gazette; Ed Rosendorf, reporter literature provides an outlook on the VALUE OF GEOLOGY SHOWN
what you youhg fellows want. Waist-seam models
on the Missoulian, and James Fry, field of the subject and a gateway to
IN PRACTICAL WAR WORK
single and double breasted—class and pep in every
reporter on the Anaconda Standard.
graduate work.
line—the sort of clothes that make a young fellow
The professional opportunity in bot
Perhaps no other state offers a more
stand erect and throw out his chest.
any is large and many positions are fertile field to the geologist than Mon
GIVES CULTURAL COURSES
tana. Not only is Montana one of the !
IN CLASSICS OF ANCIENTS open both to men and women.
Rich all-wool fabrics—a lot o f blue serges among
The work of the department is con richest states in a variety of ores and |
them—and at prices that are remarkably low for
ducted by Professors Kirkwood and minerals, but many interesting and val
1 The aim of the department of Latin Graff, who took their graduate study uable chapters of the history of the
quality.
and Greek is not only to train teachers in botany at Columbia University, one earth and its inhabitants are annually j
You couldn’t find a better way to dress up than in one
of these subjects, but also to give stu of the chief botanical centers of the coming to light in the mountains and |
of these new models. Some have the welt waist-seam;
United
States.
plains
within
its
boundaries.
The
j
dents a foundation in the cultural as
others rows of stitching at the waist .and on collars
University has collected a large num
pects of these languages. In some of
and cuffs. All the new pockets; some silk piped.
ber of valuable fossil specimens and j
the courses which aim at this, in which CIVIC EXPERTS TO SPEAK
AT CONFERENCE IN SUMMER has stored them in the museum, while |
the greatest of the classic writers are
Satisfaction guaranteed—quality, fit, value
faculty and students of the geology I
studied, knowledge of Greek or Latin
Experts on civic affairs will be pres department have made close studies
is required. In others, such as the
NIFTY NEW FURNISHING S
courses in Greek and Roman life, no ent at the conference on civic and mu and valuable researces throughout the I
Latest things in shirts—silks and other fabrics; neckwear
prerequisites are required and the nicipal problems to be held at the Uni state.
as “loud” or as modest as you wish; silk socks, to please
versity, July 17, 18 and 19, as a part
During the war the geology depart
imrses are open to all students.
every taste; caps—styles and patterns you can’t find any
of
the
summer
school
session.
Robert
ment
demonstrated
its
practical
value
|
where else; soft collars, belts gloves—everything.
(For most of the work of the departfent, four years of high school work E. Hieronymus, formerly president of in a very forcible way. Owing to a
Latin are required, but some ele- Eureka College and community ad- shortage of minerals essential for car
entary courses are given. Some of adviser for the state of Illinois, and rying on the war, a keen lookout was |
classical writers studied a re : J. Franklin Thomas, associate profes maintained for the appearance of the
Hundreds of
|cero, Livy, Horace, Tacitus, and Ju- sor of sociology at the University of minerals in the state.
ial. A special course is given in Washington, will both attend the con minora is were identified for prospec
tors and many deposits were located.
be comedies of Plautus and Terence. ference.
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